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1

INTRODUCTION

Software systems evolve with societal, business and technological changes. Software technologies are said
to evolve in a Darwinian manner by co-evolving with human culture [1]. Societal changes, including the
migration of people and workers, poverty, health and education, can influence how software systems evolve.
Business operations and their marketplace can be drivers of the evolution of software systems. Furthermore,
innovations in technologies for building software systems influence their evolution. Because of these changes,
today’s sociotechnical systems need to adapt to new situations that were unknown at the time of design [2];
good knowledge of interactive software system evolution can help with that adaptation. Sociotechnical
systems cover hardware, software, personal and community aspects [3] and when we refer to interactive
software systems in this paper, we are not limiting the discussion to the software and its users. An example
of a sociotechnical system is a training simulator for managing the response to large scale accidents such as
those involving aircraft or trains. It concerns the hardware used, the software developed, the trainers and
trainees using the system, and the community surrounding the professions and stakeholders. The development
of such training simulators is costly. Training simulators can be long-lived up to several decades and thus
undergo various changes in the course of use. Examples of these are changes because of improved work
processes that are discovered during training exercises or real response, or demand for higher fidelity as
trainees, for example firefighters training to extinguish fires.
Researchers have debated whether there exist such things as revolutionary products, or inventions, or if all
are evolutionary [4, p.86], created in small steps visible only to the designer but invisible to the consumer [5,
p.2]. Vicente [6] distinguished between revolutionary design and evolutionary design problems. Whereas in
the former, the constraints decided on in past versions can change, in the latter, the constraints imposed by
earlier generations of designs remain unchanged and must be accounted for by new developments. The
processes of revolutionary design are better known than those of evolutionary design. In evolutionary design,
design decisions made in earlier versions may affect the work analysis of the new versions and, thus, new
requirements can be difficult to satisfy [6, pp.134-135].
While changes in requirements are continuous [7, 8], developers strive to minimize changes to systems to
keep costs down [9]. One way to lower cost is to foresee the need for changes by developing adaptable
systems. This also applies to sociotechnical systems where workers are encouraged to finish a design within
a constraint-based approach (see Vicente [6, p.124] citing [10]).
The evolvability of a system is a quality characteristic that captures the ease of further system development.
To be evolvable, interactive systems need to be adaptable to changing requirements and contexts. Nehaniv,
Hewitt, Christianson and Wernick [11] tentatively defined evolvability as the “capacity to vary robustly and
adaptively over time or generations in digital and natural systems”. Evolvability was addressed by the
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software community as early as 1987 by Brooks [12] (as cited in Boehm [13]), who suggested meeting the
software challenge with evolutionary methods, e.g., growing software instead of building it. Laws of software
evolution that describe change, complexity, self-regulation, conservation of stability and familiarity and
declining quality have been proposed to explain how software evolves [14]. Another strand of research has
investigated whether mutational robustness, … meaning unchanged behavior of software when undergoing
random mutations, can contribute to evolvability [15]. While some focus has been on the impact of change
on software quality, less research has been on the impact of evolution on innovation, e.g. in HCI (Human
Computer Interaction), where innovation is a desirable impact since it will help increase value for the
developing organization [16].
Studying the evolution of interactive systems may be much more complex than studying the evolution of
software with limited interactions. Loomes and Nehaniv [17] have noted the implicit assumption that there is
one interface between a system and its users and that design problems are formulated by referring to a single,
presupposed system, instead of viewing a set of interfaces for the system for a variety of diverse users. People
interact with different representations of the system and each representation is a different object. Because
people and their actions change over time and the variation in situations affects people’s behavior, the set of
drivers’ changes. Thus, the interface design problem becomes one of responding to the evaluation of a series
of interactions between people and representations of systems.
One aspect of managing changes encourages monitoring the drivers of evolution over time. Several drivers
of change in software systems that have a long lifespan have been identified. After interviewing engineers
and functional managers during site visits in a wide range of industries, Fricke, Gebhard, Negele and
Igenbergs [7] presented the following eight categories of changes and their causes: needs and requirements
changes because of technological evolution, competitors and customers; feedback and complaints from, for
example, customers may be causes for change; complexity limiting feasibility and usability may need to be
reduced; low degree of knowledge and experience in innovation technology may hinder their application;
changes may spur more changes because of a network of components; insufficient communication and
coordination between different organizational units or persons can lead to changes; requirements of time to
market and lack of discipline in making decisions can be causes for changes. From the above list we see that
the causes for change can be external factors such as customers or markets and internal factors such as
complexity or knowledge of developers. Eckert, Clarkson and Zanker [18] call these causes initiated changes
and emergent changes, respectively. These categories of changes and their rationales are quite broad, which
calls for further research in order to understand and conceptualize them in terms of specific domains.
Although the evolution of software and interactive systems has been broadly debated, little empirical
research has been conducted on the evolution of the specific genre of interactive systems, e.g. training
simulators. Empirical software engineering research is important [19] and to facilitate research in software
evolution, software tools have been developed to ensure that research studies are reproducible and extensible
[20]. For maintaining a good quality of empirical studies it has been recommended that studies be based on
previous research results [19]. To create a foundation for empirical research on the evolution of a training
simulator, we present and discuss a framework that we have created after a literature review where we have
focused on training simulators, especially for crisis management training. We emphasize four aspects of
change of training simulators: fitness to practice, fidelity, evaluation and transfer of knowledge. In the
introduction to the framework we justify this selection. This paper investigates how these four aspects can
contribute to the understanding of the evolution of simulators, especially identifying the drivers of change
and their impact on innovation and robustness.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Innovation and Robustness

Change, as an activity, includes cultures of inquiry and actions. Design is one of the first of many traditions
of inquiry and actions [21] and as a strong component of building interactive systems it comprises creativity
and innovation. Innovation is different from creativity in that it entails putting an idea or creation in use [22].
When understanding the role of innovation in the evolution of interactive systems, it may be useful to consider
the view of Nelson and Stolterman [21] on design which states that if design is to mean progress instead of
mere change, it does not merely include a strategy of having a vision of what needs to be built but needs to
start with a client’s expression of where he intends to go, his or her expression of desiderata. Thus, intention
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is not only about setting a vision of where to go but determining the direction to which we need to go to get
there. It is not about evolution that happens by chance or accident but is motivated by intention. Learning
how this intention motivates evolution resulting in innovation is one part of studying how interactive systems
adapt to societal, business and technological changes. Similarly, researching this process, Usher studied how
inventions get created, and he rejected the idea that they happen by accident, e.g. that it was no accident that
a bicycle mechanism developed into an automobile, but that inventions needed insight in forms of new
relationships and that that only happens when the mind is conditioned within the framework of the problem
to be solved [23].
In achieving evolvability, researchers have investigated the application of biologically inspired concepts
to implement real-world software systems. Evolution in biological systems captures the happenstance process
of natural selection, which includes a cycle of the generation of random solutions, the selection of the best
solutions, and random mutations to solutions that survive [24]. In biological systems, scientists study the
concept of robustness and its relationship with innovation, complexity and degeneracy [25]. For example,
researchers have found that complexity increases to improve robustness, degeneracy contributes to
innovation, and that degeneracy is a precondition for evolvability and a more effective source of robustness
[25]. Lee [26] concurs but goes further in stating that paradigm shifts in engineering occur because of crises
in complexity and opportunity. Analogies to biological evolution have also been drawn in design [27] and
architecture [4]. Lee [1] debates whether software evolves or is the result of top-down intelligent design and
concludes that software co-evolves with cultural artefacts (programming languages, tools and practices) or
techno-species; for instance he takes as an example that Wikipedia is an entity that evolves collaboratively
with human cognition and culture. Although parallels are often drawn among software evolution, biological
evolution and evolutionary computation, software evolution and maintenance present different modes of
variability and of descent with modification than do biological or evolutionary computation since we do not
know what an individual in a software system is nor what is the equivalence of a species or gene, the unit of
heritable material [11].
The issue of robustness can be seen in engineering design when researchers have investigated the impact
of change, which has been called change propagation, meaning change initiates new changes. Eckert,
Clarkson and Zanker [18] have described three different absorption-propagation behaviors of systems in
complex engineering domains. So-called constants are unaffected by change, though this is rare. They neither
absorb changes nor cause new changes. Absorbers can absorb more change than they cause. The third type
of behavior of engineering systems or components is comprised of carriers that absorb a similar number of
changes as they themselves cause. The fourth type generates more changes than they absorb and increases
the complexity of the change problem. Kelly [28] modelled a similar concept in her change model, a filter
which describes whether a change in the environment results in change to the software. Although we have
highlighted innovation and robustness, not everyone agrees that they play a larger role than other factors. For
example, Lee [26] noted that craftsmanship and aesthetics may be as important as innovation and evolving
technologies. The characteristics of innovation and robustness are not unique for systems in isolation but can
be seen in HCI where users demand robust interactive systems that conform to their habits and that allow
them to develop new habits [29] with new work or innovative technologies.
To better motivate the discussion on the relationship between innovation and robustness in technological
systems, we show in Fig. 1 a hypothetical evolution of the degree of innovation and robustness of a software
system. It is well known that in the beginning of technology evolution, innovation is high but then levels out
[30]. As far as we could see there is little research on the evolution of robustness in software systems but a
systematic review shows that more research is needed, especially of defining robustness as requirements [31].
At the onset of development, innovation increases, and robustness is steady, and it is easy to add features to
a system. The system is relatively small, and developers have a good overview of it. After a while the
robustness decreases, e.g. because of increased complexity, and in responding to the situation, efforts are
spent on increasing the robustness of the system such that innovation remains steady. After having made the
system more robust, innovation can again increase.
2.2

Technological evolution of software and interactive systems

Researchers have studied how software systems change at the micro and macro levels. Examples of the
former are when changes to a system’s components are studied over a relatively short period [28], and
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Degree

examples of the latter are when changes in technologies are studied over a long time period, even decades
[32]. Kelly [28] studied internal and external factors that motivate

Robustness
Innovation
Time
Fig. 1. Hypothetical impact of changes on Robustness and Innovation.

change. Typically, internal factors are related to the design or complexity of the software system and are
measured to understand the need to simplify the system. Examples of external factors motivating changes
include developers and users directly involved in the software development as well as those who are not
involved but who set development policies. Kelly’s motivation was to understand how to successfully change
systems, and she concluded that the software architecture design and software development group
characteristics played leading roles in the successful evolution of software. Fernandes, Henriques, Silva and
Moss [8] also researched drivers of change and found that requests for change from users accounted for 15%
of the changes over six years of development of complex aerospace systems at Rolls-Royce. External and
internal drivers of change are measured not only in software engineering but also in engineering design. Two
indices, the generational variety index and the coupling index, are used to design an architecture for variety
[33]. The objective of these indices is to help standardize as many components as possible so that they remain
unchanged throughout multiple generations and to modularize the remaining components so that their
changes do not affect other components [33]. At the macro level, Ishii [32] provided an overview of the
evolution of tangible user interfaces over ten years by looking at several applications. The lack of change in
user interfaces of commercial systems motivated Ishii [32] to conduct the study, but he hoped to contribute
to dynamic interfaces that integrate sensing and display into digital/physical material. The four studies of
Kelly [28], Fernandes, Henriques, Silva and Moss [8], Martin and Ishii [33] and Ishii [32] are different. The
first two analyze triggers for changes and attempt to learn how to make a system robust to change through
either design or an improved process. The third develops measurements for change and uses them to develop
a robust architecture that is unlikely to change. The fourth concentrates on analyzing the evolution of
technologies that could influence innovation in applications.
While the systems being investigated in the above four studies are of specific domains, the results were
not necessarily specific to the domain, and in the case of Kelly [28], for example, it is claimed that the research
method and the results can be generalized to other domains than scientific applications. We maintain that it
is necessary to develop a framework of evolution considering the genre of interactive systems and specifically
training simulators. In the remainder of this section we discuss previous work in the former genre and in the
following section we provide a background on training simulators.
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Evolution and evolvability have been studied within the discipline of HCI. Arias, Eden, Fischer, Gorman
and Scharff [34] have addressed the challenging problem of developing open human-computer systems which
provide opportunities for changes to a system during its lifetime, as opposed to closed systems in which all
functionality and qualities are fixed when the system is designed. They address the problem from the user
perspective based on several principles: software systems must evolve, allowing users to make incremental
changes to the core functionality; software systems must evolve at the hands of the users, e.g., through enduser programming or end-user development [35]; and interactive systems must be designed for evolution
[34]. Invariably, users’ needs must co-evolve with systems, systems influence users and vice versa, a situation
which has motivated research in the area. Carroll and Rosson [36] described a task artefact co-evolutionary
cycle, suggesting that a new artefact called for a new task, which called for a new artefact and so on. Fischer,
Giaccardi, Ye, Sutcliffe and Mehandjiev [37] proposed the seeding, evolutionary growth, reseeding process
model, which encourages designers to describe their designs as meta-designs, thus giving users the freedom
to be creative designers instead of passive users. Others have proposed co-evolution between technological
changes and organizational environments [38], using the results of activity theory.
2.3

Training simulator evolution

For decades, training has taken place with the aid of software simulators. The origin of training simulators
can be traced back to centuries before they were implemented by means of IT, such as in military training
[39] and surgery [40]. Furthermore, training simulators for air traffic control have a long history [41] (see
also [42], as cited in [43]). Simulations that are set up to train individuals have been termed gaming, where
gaming always involves individuals as decision makers [44]. Trainees use such simulators to train a variety
of skills, including physical skills, knowledge, strategy formation and, following them, tactics and
communication.
Several systematic reviews have been conducted on training simulators that allow individuals or groups to
train skills or knowledge in areas such as health care [45], military gaming [39] and business gaming [46].
Smith [39] reviewed the history of military gaming and divided the eras into the stone age, paper age,
mathematical age, computer age and personal age. During the stone age, military leaders manipulated a small
physical copy of the battlefield by using sand tables with abstract icons to represent soldiers and units in
battle. During the paper age, strategy board games were composed of wood or paper. During a pre-computer
age, called the mathematical age, where calculators were used, dating to 1948-1953, the interest was in highfidelity training that resulted in improved mathematical precision and reproducibility of results. In this era,
the representation of the game, i.e., the board or the physical medium, did not change. A notable divide
between training simulators and games was that improved precision came at the cost of playability of the
simulators, which game players sought for entertainment. The computer age brought additional features, such
increased game size, improved tactics, distributed gaming, customized views for players and attractive
graphics. The personal gaming age brought wider accessibility to computer power for training and gaming.
Smith [39] emphasizes six core technologies in gaming systems: 3D engines that create visualizations that
stimulate players; graphical user interfaces (GUIs); physical models for the effects of movements,
engagements, interactions and sensors for real-world accuracy; artificial intelligence to create an adaptable
experience that adjusts the game; networking for multiplayer games; and persistent worlds to store the states
of virtual worlds over extended periods. Faria, Hutchinson, Wellington and Gold [46] proposed seven key
dimensions to understand the impact of technological changes on the effectiveness of business games: realism
is another word for fidelity, i.e., how close the simulation is to real life; accessibility is about the accessibility
of learners to simulation games; compatibility is a dimension measuring the compatibility between old and
new technologies; flexibility and scale are related to allowing the trainer to change parameters of the game
or add or delete models of the simulation and allowing many trainees to participate; simplicity of use is about
the ease of playing the game, understanding the results and ease of determining how to improve performance;
decision support in the form of numerical data analysis or trends to help learners make decisions; and
communication within a team. Examination of the relationships among the main technologies suggested by
Smith [39] and the attributes proposed by Faria, Hutchinson, Wellington and Gold [46] indicates strong ties
between most of the components. As an extension of the above discussion on technologies, we present major
technological breakthroughs that may have affected simulators by means of a few examples of training
simulators (see Table 1).
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Noting the wide variety and purpose of gaming simulations, Kriz [47] suggested two main categories and
three subcategories of gaming simulation applications. The analytical sciences perspective can be described
by a set of applications that are used as scenarios to empirically test, justify and develop theories in specific
domains. The other is a science of design perspective that emphasizes the usability of simulation games that
are evaluated in practical contexts. The latter category includes serious games. This category, which is the
main concern here, is further divided into three subcategories. The first emphasizes the learning of the
individual, the second focuses on policy making and the collective learning and support of real decision
making within groups of actors and stakeholders, and the third includes gaming simulation applications that
help organizational (re)design for the innovation and improvement of a system. An example of the last
subcategory is the design and evaluation of a digital medical management training simulator [48] because the
debriefing of a training exercise can be used for reflection on cooperation strategies in the organizations of
the participants. Another example of a simulator in this category is one for training crisis management.
Medical staff, rescue teams, police force and airline personnel must regularly train for and practice their roles
in the management of airline crisis incidents. The effectiveness of the response to these incidents is paramount
and involves training specialist skills, e.g., medical triaging, providing resources, including medical supplies,
skilled personnel and transport, forming a strategy and following a plan.

Decade
1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s
2010s

Table 1. Technology evolution and training simulators
Changes
Training simulator
examples
Mathematical models,
Human factors, Graphics,
Programming
Software
Engineering,
Human-computer
interaction, 3D graphics
Personal computing, Video Radar
training
games, Artificial intelligence simulator [49]
(knowledge based)
Networking,
Web, Sigmoidoscopy
Multimedia, Gaming, 3D simulator
training
modelling, Virtual reality
[50]
GPUs, Mobile phones, Aircraft
simulator
Sensors, Robotics
[51]
Augmented reality, 3D Crisis management
printing,
Artificial simulation,
intelligence
Neurosurgical
simulator [40]

Communication between parties and keeping track of resources and casualties are additional skills that are
trained. Training occurs via exercises of various sizes and forms. Small exercises can have five to ten trainees,
and large-scale exercises can have up to 150 trainees. A simple form of a low-fidelity exercise, a desktop
exercise, occurs around a table for training the strategic transport of resources, but in a high-fidelity exercise,
trainees train on and around an airfield with a simulator airplane and actors playing the role of passengers.
From the above account of the evolution of software systems and evolution of training simulators
specifically and specific characteristics of simulators, we argue that it will be useful to suggest a framework
for the evolution of training simulators, a domain-specific genre of sociotechnical systems.
3
3.1

FOUR ASPECTS OF CHANGE IN TRAINING SIMULATORS
Introduction to the framework

The framework suggested and argued for in this paper includes three factors: the drivers of change, what
changes, and the impact of these changes on the degree of innovation and robustness. A skeleton of the
framework is depicted in Fig. 2, but we will complete it at the end of the paper. The following subsections
describe the four aspects of what changes and discuss the impact of change. Section 4 explicates the drivers
for change. We will assess the impact of changes qualitatively, but it is not our intention to present metrics
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for the degree of innovation or robustness. The second factor, what changes in training simulators, includes
four aspects: fitness

Fig. 2. Outline of a framework for monitoring change and drivers of evolution.

to practice, fidelity, evaluation and transfer of knowledge. A training simulator allows trainees to train for
work, processes and communication, which are not stagnant factors. The fidelity of training simulators has
been researched extensively [52], e.g., with respect to their effectiveness. Evaluation is an essential part of
training simulator development that is conducted to improve the usability or pedagogy of the training
simulator. A fourth aspect that has been less investigated is how knowledge can be transferred between
technology domains in the development of training simulators, such as gaming to training [53] or from one
domain to another, e.g., from surgery training to crisis management training. These aspects are more specific
than those of Fricke, Gebhard, Negele and Igenbergs [7] mentioned earlier. Fitness to practice is classified as
the changing needs and requirements of customers. Fidelity is also related to needs, specifically because of
competitors, customers and technological evolution. Evaluation can be classified as feedbacks and
complaints. The fourth aspect, transfer of knowledge, is not mentioned explicitly by Fricke, Gebhard, Negele
and Igenbergs [7]. Some of their other types of changes are internal to an industrial system, such as change
effecting change, complexity or because of organizational processes such as communication, employees’
knowledge of innovation and decision discipline.
3.2

Fitness to practice

When developing a training simulator for training crisis management, instead of studying crisis management
as a series of snapshots, it may be important to research how work evolves along temporal and spatial
dimensions. Kuutti and Bannon [54] noted the importance of a practice perspective that examines historical
processes and performances instead of qualitative observational studies in situ. Norros, Savioja and Koskinen
[2] suggested the practice perspective as the unit for the analysis of human factor development. We have
adopted this view and posited that, as work evolves, the training simulator’s fitness to practice will be
affected.
The core of any training simulator must be the work that the trainee must learn. A trainer must design
several scenarios for a training exercise. A scenario that allows a trainee to meet a training goal consists of a
series of events that are injected into the scenario, either manually or automatically, that the trainee must
respond to. Among the characteristics of crisis management are that the work changes over time and is
variable between sites, e.g., between airports. Response plans, roles, transportation and equipment resources
change over time. Training simulators attempt to accommodate the variability in training needs between sites.
This variability is accounted for through the generalization of scenarios that are instantiated in each case. In
the remainder of this subsection, we provide examples where such generalizations are applied, as well as
other examples of innovations that can help to increase the robustness of training simulators.
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One example of such generalization is the study of Rudinsky and Hvannberg [55], who looked at crisis
management across different response systems and incidents to identify typical tasks. The study assessed
incident response systems in three countries, covering two aircraft incidents, a bomb threat and a train crash.
Extensive material was collected from site visits, end-user workshops and observations of training exercises.
Five types of models were created as part of the contextual design work models [56], which were subsequently
merged to create an overall model. One of the conclusions of this work was that similarities were clear at the
level of crisis management organization and command, but differences prevailed in procedural details. The
drivers of such abstractions are economical, i.e., it is expensive to develop software for each new training
scenario and marketing environment because large airport service providers want to enjoy the flexibility of
training various scenarios.
Planning crisis management training for employees requires a large library of scenarios to satisfy the
demands for enough variability and complexity. To satisfy the requirements for flexible, adaptive and creative
skills, the Variable Uncertainty Framework [57] was developed to create scenarios for training with
parameters for situational complexity, number of events occurring simultaneously, and randomness of events.
Field, Rankin, Pal, Eriksson and Wong [57] coupled the Variable Uncertainty Framework with the Four
Component Instructional Design (4C/ID), which considers four key components in the learning process for
complex skills: training whole tasks, supportive information, just-in-time information, and part-task practice.
To ensure realistic training scenarios in crisis management, the scenarios not only need to be variable but also
need to evoke different emotions, especially surprising events that may startle trainees. Barnett, Wong,
Adderley and Smith [58] suggested the generation of unexpected events, response and startle. As an
alternative to large exercises with extensive preparations and full day execution including debriefing, parttask practice allows shorter, limited exercises with a few stakeholders in a brief period, e.g., in free time
available between tasks. Thus, the focus has been on using part-task scenarios in addition to whole-task
scenarios.
We have described example frameworks for generating scenarios, but an important innovation in the
development of training simulators is the automatic generation of scenarios to save resources [59]. Martin,
Schatz, Bowers, Hughes, Fowlkes and Nicholson [59] described scenario generation at the conceptual level.
The inputs to such generation should be training goals, trainees’ capabilities and mission briefs. The inputs
can be obtained from human trainers or algorithms that generate the input. One output of scenario generation
includes contexts such as terrain, weather and resources, which are domain dependent. The second output of
the scenario generation includes components to support training effectiveness, e.g., embedded triggers or
events that provide opportunities for training. Training should have clearly defined goals and offer scenario
variety, psychological fidelity so that the trainee finds the simulation believable, and a range of complexity.
The generation of scenarios is multifaceted, and development efforts have been mostly at the research level
(see, e.g., Praiwattana and El Rhalibi [60] for a review). One example is the generation of scenarios in crisis
management training via Bayesian network methods that model the causality between the key events and
training objectives of the scenario, where human-designed scenarios are used as the seeds of an algorithm
[61]. One key feature of Bayesian networks is their graphical representations that allow different stakeholders
in the training to view them and supply knowledge from different areas [62]. Other options for scenario
generation are being investigated, such as the procedural modelling approach that uses internal rules and
symbol sets to represent the elements being modelled [59] and a data-driven scenario generation that uses
neural networks [63].
An after-action review following a real-life exercise of crisis response showed that work processes required
improvement, for example in maintaining the counts of casualties for different stations, and that these work
processes could be supported with IT [64]. In the after-action review, managers suggested the use of software
for improving delegation and prioritization on the scene, improving primary triage and casualty counting, and
improving the maintenance and availability of resources [64]. Furthermore, in some cases, simulator training
has spurred IT innovation to help to keep track of casualties and monitor how they flow between different
stations. As noted by Kuutti and Bannon [54], one goal in HCI is to understand how practices are changing
due to the introduction of IT. In advocating the turn to practice in HCI research, Kuutti and Bannon [54]
asked how and why these transformations of new practices occur and how they can be supported. Similarly,
Vicente [6] defined formative approaches, focusing on technical and organizational requirements that need
to be fulfilled if a device like IT is going to support work effectively. These requirements will inform the
design, which in turn will give the worker constraints within which he/she will perform the work.
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Separating concerns in conceptual modelling of work may aid the understanding of how work and its
context drive the evolution of training simulators. These concerns will evolve at different paces and separating
them will help developers and trainers understand them and track their evolution. For example, human
competencies may evolve more slowly than management and organization, which may evolve more slowly
than work, which in turn may evolve more slowly than technologies. Different conceptual frameworks exist
to analyze work and its context, which may be useful in understanding the separation of concerns (see, e.g.,
PACT [65], Cognitive Work Analysis [6], Contextual Design [56] and Six facets of domain engineering [66]).
Hvannberg and Rudinsky [67] reviewed conceptual modelling that was performed for a training simulator for
crisis management training. They analyzed which components had been extracted and examined whether
these components could be found in four different analytical methodologies. Although considerable overlap
among the methodologies exists, each has some differences.
Since scenario design is resource demanding, advances in artificial or computational intelligence are likely
to drive scenario generation, but the ability to model work and its context will certainly help in understanding
the basis of intelligence. Furthermore, understanding which concerns evolve faster and which develop more
slowly could help to decide which parts of the scenario are efficient to generate and which can be manually
designed.
3.3

Fidelity

The second aspect worth monitoring for change in training simulators is fidelity. Originally, fidelity in the
context of simulators was defined as the accuracy of the simulator’s imitation of the operational equipment,
environment and tasks [68]. The concept has since developed and has been viewed from three perspectives:
physical, functional and psychological [69]. Physical fidelity refers to the degree to which a simulation
imitates the real-life environment with respect to sensual experiences, i.e., visual, aural and haptic experiences
[53, 70]. Functional fidelity is the degree to which the simulation accurately reconstructs the real-life
environment and its functions, focusing on issues such as operational knowledge and response options.
Psychological fidelity is the degree to which the simulation imitates the psychological engagement that
trainees experience. These are general definitions, but a need for domain-specific levels of simulation fidelity
for training skills has been noted [71].
In determining the degree of fidelity in training simulators, designers and customers weigh the
transferability of training [53] and its effectiveness against cost. In the domain of air traffic control, the
industry-wide belief is that trainees receive better training with increasing fidelity [72]. However, studies
have shown that lower-fidelity simulation can provide effective training [72]. Despite the importance of these
trade-offs, cost analysis has been inadequately researched [73]. Dahlstrom, Dekker, Van Winsen and Nyce
[72], with reference to Dennis and Harris [74]. Also, Lee [75] has claimed that higher fidelity in the aviation
industry is mostly technology driven. For example, innovative technologies, such as 3D graphics, have
resulted in higher fidelity. This improvement has partially originated in games where gamers desire to
experience ever more realistic and imaginative scenarios. Pagulayan, Keeker, Wixon, Romero and Fuller [76]
noted that the constant demand for novelty has been a strong incentive for developers to innovate, at the
expense of less consistency and increased difficulty for novice players. This characteristic is one of the
reasons to investigate the evolution of the fidelity of training simulators and to study its drivers.
The term fidelity has been debated. One difficulty is that a benchmark of truth or goodness is difficult to
establish [26]. Lee [26] takes the example from Plato’s allegory of the cave, which suggests that human
understanding of what is real is always imperfect. Another caveat is that fidelity may depend not on the
artefact but the richness of the experience of the user [77]. Hamstra, Brydges, Hatala, Zendejas and Cook
[78] questioned the usefulness of the term fidelity because it is difficult to define, as evidence from the
aviation industry and the military and health professions has shown. They recommended replacing the term
fidelity with specific terms for describing physical resemblance and functional task alignment and focusing
on methods that enhance the transfer of learning. They further suggested that when trainees see discrepancies
between the simulator and the physical model, the trainees will suspend disbelief in the simulator for a
moment because there may be issues that are not relevant to the task that they are training for and they realize
that the training is important. The issue is not limited to training simulators but concerns the nature of
authenticity in learning [79], presenting realistic scenarios to the learner or persuading him/her that the
situation is authentic [80].
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In the following, we provide two examples of fidelity from crisis management training simulations. The
success of simulator training relies on how well the simulation manages to provide learning feedback to
trainees. Several forms of feedback exist in terms of the learning context and the system context. Druzhinina,
Hvannberg and Halldorsdottir [81] presented an overview of different forms of feedback. Examples from the
learning context can be positive, negative, corrective, motivational, unidirectional, multidirectional, peerreview and oral feedback. Feedback in the system context includes visual/graphical, textual, haptic, sound,
immediate and delayed. The researchers investigated the fidelity of feedback by comparing a Table Top
exercise (TTex) with a Real-Life exercise (RLex) and the requirements specification of a Virtual Reality
Simulator (VRS). Haptic feedback was equally absent in all three environments: RLex, TTex and VRS. Some
visual feedback delivery was contradictory to the real-life exercise, and the visual representations differed.
The results showed that in terms of functional fidelity, major deviations were observed between the practice
of the VRS and RLex. The instructor can be prevented from intervening to achieve higher functional fidelity
of feedback in simulator training. Delayed feedback in the VRS could be improved with the implementation
of an optional post-training meeting. Such post-training sessions would allow peers to learn from mistakes
made during crisis response. Research on the third type of fidelity, psychological fidelity, was not found
during the analysis of different training forms. Neither negative nor positive forms of feedback could be found
in TTex or RLex.
The second example we give from crisis management training simulators concerns soundscapes and
communication. Sounds from fire engines, helicopters, fire and people can be heard at the scene of crisis
management. Including these sounds in a training simulator can contribute to higher fidelity. Since
communication between firefighters, police, the airport and health workers is paramount, such
communication should be performed in noisy conditions in a training simulator [82].
The discussion of fidelity assumes that the original model is a physical model. Examples of medical
training include patients, hospitals and equipment, and in crisis management, the physical model includes
transportation, an airfield, airplanes, passengers or casualties. However, the original model is increasingly an
IT system or a combination of an IT system and a physical model. Examples of air traffic control include
radar systems, flight trackers and communication systems. Examples of crisis management include
communication devices, such as Tetra, mobile phones, and resource trackers implemented with IT. Technical
factors supporting information management were reviewed in an analysis of the output of an after-action
review [64]. The results showed that there were concerns related to the technical support of information
management with the Internet, software and communication infrastructure, as needed for crisis response. The
IT used in managing crises requires the training simulator to be closely integrated with the crisis management
system itself. A simulator’s ability to imitate IT systems can affect physical and functional fidelity. To
increase fidelity, in some cases, air traffic controller simulators are integrated with operation systems.
Augmented reality, that is, an overlay of virtual reality on physical objects or physical simulations, such as
laparoscopy equipment or mannequins, is one potential innovation to help to overcome this challenge in some
disciplines, e.g., surgery [83].
Regarding the fidelity of training simulators, several innovations have been observed, including 3D
graphics of a virtual environment and face-to-face communication in proximity and soundscapes. As
mentioned above, little innovation in providing training feedback has been reported in terms of training
simulators for crisis management. The high fidelity of a training simulator that is implemented by integration
with operational systems may increase the simulator’s robustness since updates in the user interfaces of
operation systems do not need to be replicated in a simulator.
3.4

Evaluations

Evaluation is vital in the development of a training simulator to improve its pedagogy and usability. Thorough
evaluation schemes exist to assess validity [84], and outcomes of evaluations include opportunities for
improvement [85]. In a systematic review of the multi-user virtual world of health education, Liaw, Carpio,
Lau, Tan, Lim and Goh [86] noted that all the studies were short-term in nature and recommended that studies
are needed for longer-term evaluation and cost analysis.
A systematic evaluation scheme, consisting of several benchmarks, to assess the validity of training
simulators exists. These benchmarks include face validity, where an expert evaluates whether the measure
assesses what it is supposed to measure; content validity, which measures whether the content covers what
the trainee is to learn; construct validity, which assesses whether the performance of experts is different from
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that of novices; concurrent validity, where the simulator is compared to other training instruments; and
predictive validity, which measures whether the performance scores in the simulator predict performance
scores in reality [84].
Wang, DeMaria, Goldberg and Katz [45] reviewed serious games used for training health professionals. A
list they collected consisting of 42 serious games included 16 training simulations where the situations were
sufficiently realistic for skills to be trained. Seven of those were evaluated. Four of seven showed improved
performance, three showed no significant effect, and three showed other factors, such as high scores for
realism and content, ease of use and usefulness. The results indicated that only one of the 42 studies assessed
validity beyond gain in trainee knowledge or skills, which is in accordance with previous research [87]. The
question of what motivates the evaluations remains. A second question is to what extent these evaluations
can direct designers, trainers and trainees, and educators towards more effective designs of simulators and
training instruments. Koivisto, Haavisto, Niemi, Haho, Nylund and Multisilta [88] studied iterative cycles of
designing, testing and refining a simulation game. The study included iterative cycles in collaboration with
researchers, educators, students and game designers and showed that realistic patient scenarios are important
for learning via game-based simulation and that authentic representation supported real-life experience. Some
of the conclusions of the study are that resources could have been saved had students been involved earlier
in the design process and that experts from many fields must be engaged in the design so that the training
simulator is appropriate for the profession being trained. Of the 42 serious games included in Wang, DeMaria,
Goldberg and Katz [45] systematic review, 19 included medical experts, three included trainees on the
development team, and two included educationalists. In six cases, the development team and the technical
resources were not specified in the source. Considering the requirement that training simulators result in
improved performance, the fact that so few educationalists and trainees are involved in the development is
surprising.
Virtual environments must allow many users to exist in the same environment [89], and collaborative
virtual environments are more challenging to evaluate than single-user environments [90]. A systematic
review of the validity of serious games for medical education and surgical skills training found that 10 of 17
serious games had multiplayer functions. Eight of the 17 serious games underwent validity testing, but only
one of these had multiplayer functions. The results of a randomized controlled trial proved concurrent
validity, i.e., some improvement was observed for both conditions, i.e., with and without a virtual reality
serious game [87].
Various methods have been developed to assess the usability of a virtual environment [90]. Usability has
not been addressed specifically in many systematic reviews [45, 52, 83, 87, 91] in the medical domain. An
exception is a systematic study including 18 papers by Liaw, Carpio, Lau, Tan, Lim and Goh [86], who found
that most papers reviewed learners’ reactions. Six of the studies reported hindrances, such as lack of
accessibility, and usability issues, including difficulty with communication, identity confusion and difficulty
in navigating avatars.
A usability evaluation of collaboration during crisis management training in a simulator implementing a
soundscape has been conducted [92]. A collaborative scenario for two users playing the role of coordinators
in the field and in a response-center was prepared. Several methods were used to probe usability problems or
mistakes in conducting crisis management activities. The results showed that the functional and physical
fidelity of the simulator was less than planned. Additionally, the training instruments, i.e., the training
activities and the roles played, were sometimes inadequate. Several usability problems indicated low fidelity
of the training simulator. Physical fidelity was low in some cases, e.g., when a user met the avatar representing
his/her partner and, knowing his partner, did not recognize the avatar. However, this scenario is a situation of
suspension of disbelief [78], which means that users are able to accept a simulation, i.e., ignore its medium
[89], and the trainees could continue their training without being substantially affected by the low physical
fidelity. Users needed some time to become familiar with the communication and to switch from the radio
metaphor to face-to-face communication within the simulator. Overall, the communication was efficient, but
some information did not reach the recipient due to inattention, which may have been caused by the busy
conditions or noise. The number of problems attributed to participants following a script indicated that one
of the greatest challenges in conducting scripted evaluations is to not disturb the users and to motivate the
users to respond to situations instead of thinking that they can write their own script. This characteristic has
also been noticed when participants participate in real-life exercises; hence, the problem is not unique to the
virtual training environment. Based on these studies, we conclude that researchers cannot study the fidelity
of a training simulator in isolation but only in the context of other training instruments, including the exercises
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given, the actors and the roles they play. Innovations in evaluation methodologies for pedagogy and usability
evolve along with the technologies, e.g., augmented reality, and the demand for validity and usability. Most
likely, the evaluation methodologies designed for innovative technologies will evolve at a slower rate than
the innovations themselves.
3.5

Transfer of new knowledge

During the lifetime of a system, new knowledge discovered in a related discipline could be adopted. The
transfer of knowledge can occur from one domain to another through adoption, adaptation or transformation
with the purpose of making further use of existing knowledge [93]. Malerba [94] proposed a sectoral system
of innovation framework to help understanding of how innovation occurs in terms of knowledge, actors,
networks and institutions. The framework was inspired by evolutionary theory and the innovation system
approach. Hvannberg [93] used this approach to analyze the components of crisis management. An analysis
of case studies of how two evaluation methods were transferred to crisis management training simulators
resulted in a process model describing the transfer of methodological knowledge by applying the sectoral
system of an innovation framework. Other examples of the transfer of knowledge can be found in the work
of Rudinsky and Hvannberg [95], who investigated the transfer of knowledge from games to training
simulators for voice communication in crisis management training. An empirical study of voice
communication in training simulators derived statements and verified them in the literature on multiplayer
games. Approximately two-thirds of statements on voice communication proved coherent in both domains.
The work resulted in design guidelines for a virtual environment for crisis management training.
Wiberg [96], citing Pagulayan, Keeker, Wixon, Romero and Fuller [76], noted that games have been a
driving force of HCI development. Some concern exists in transferring entertainment properties into military
applications [39] or adopting technologies that originate from other industries. The concern is that these
training simulators, whether military warfare, crisis management, air traffic control or medical surgery, are
serious businesses that may not have any resemblance to the competition, excitement and fun of games.
Nonetheless, as Shepherd and Bleasdale-Shepherd [97] show, potential gains can be achieved by transferring
knowledge from video games to other domains, e.g., virtual geographic environments, via design-byadaptation. Other research has shown that the transfer of knowledge from an aerospace application to cruise
control in cars has potentially compromised safety [98]. Motivated by the cost of training [99], considerable
development and research on training simulators in health care and surgery has been reported. In a reflection
on the design approaches of virtual environments, Sutcliffe, Poullis, Gregoriades, Katsouri, Tzanavari and
Herakleous [100] cited examples of domain-specific design approaches but noted that domain-specific
experiences are difficult to generalize so that they can be specialized in other domains. Hvannberg,
Halldorsdottir and Rudinsky [101] reviewed how heuristic guidelines for virtual environments are used and
found that some designers use specialized heuristics according to their needs, e.g., application domain, but
researchers do not agree on how generic or specialized the guidelines should be. Thus, the question remains
of how transferrable development knowledge is to training simulators in other domains of practice.
4

DRIVERS OF CHANGE IN TRAINING SIMULATORS

In this section, we explicate the drivers of change and thus complete the framework of the evolution of training
simulators. The framework resulting from the analysis is presented in Fig. 3.
Trainees’ and trainers’ demand for realism: Demand for realism has affected fidelity in simulators for
centuries. Although much debated, it is likely that the trainees’ and trainers’ demand for realism will continue
to drive change. One must be careful in concluding what or who the main driver for technological change is.
It may well be that the driver of change is the technology company or designers convincing trainees and
trainers to adopt new technology, or as Loomes and Nehaniv [17] gave examples of a techno-scientist’s
mechanism in giving arguments for adopting a technology “I want it, why don’t you?” [102]. Companies
selling the product could say “Everyone will move to a virtual environment for crisis management training”.
Another argument is “If you make a short detour through our methods…” Marketing could say that they know
that producing high physical fidelity is expensive but claim that once the investment is made, the benefits
will be obtained. Functional fidelity is essential, physical fidelity is debated although it is stated to be
important [103], and psychological fidelity may be yet to come. The contest between innovation and
robustness, which appears as a need to deliver performance, is clear.
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New incidents of work and innovative technologies used as part of work: Since trainees train in a field
that changes, whether crisis management, air traffic control or health care, new incidents of work appear and
drive the need for new training. Even training itself can influence work. The use and evolution of the
technological implementation of work is a driver of change in

Fig. 3. A framework for monitoring change and drivers of evolution.

training simulators. This characteristic may require the integration of training simulators and working
systems to a further extent than we have already seen. Otherwise, there is a risk that training simulators will
never catch up with the technology platform or the context in which the training occurs.
Evaluation outcomes: usability, utility and economics: The literature has expressed a need for thorough
evaluations and called for the validation of training simulators. Much is at stake and it must be confirmed
whether training simulators are better than other types of training and whether training simulators improve
trainees’ performance. Additionally, the results of these evaluations should be used as evidence and a driver
for change in simulator design [104]. However, given the small number of results on the long-term effect of
evaluations, i.e., the so-called downstream effects [105], it remains to be seen whether this fact holds.
The discussion of fidelity includes a debate about its effectiveness and economics. The argument is that
low fidelity is more economical than high fidelity and just as effective. In fields such as surgery where much
is at stake, a lack of training can increase patient morbidity and mortality and be financially expensive as well
[99]. The development of training simulators with the latest technologies and thorough evaluation of the
system, user and education levels is also expensive. With uncertainty in the cost of software development of
training simulators and predictive validity, it may be difficult to convince buyers to invest in such large
systems.
Smart education constructs: Although early researchers noted the need for a simulator that was not
scripted and the requirement for a game or a simulator with a free flow of tasks and collaboration, little
coverage of these topics exists in the literature, except as basic research. Artificial intelligence could be a
larger driver of change in the future than it has been in the past, for example by allowing simulators to respond
more dynamically over time to trainees’ actions and their evolving expertise. Part of this change is allowing
training simulators to provide feedback to trainees and allowing trainees to reflect on their learning. Advances
in simulators that study the effectiveness of operations could help air traffic control training simulators.
Examples of such simulators have studied the effectiveness of using artificial intelligence to optimize the task
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load of air traffic controllers [106]. This research could be exploited in the variable task loads of trainees in
training scenarios, which could synergize well with the development of variable uncertainty scenarios [57].
5

DISCUSSION

One of the aims of this work was to analyze changes, drivers of change and the impact of change for a domainspecific interactive system. While the labels of the three factors of the framework reflect current work on
change and evolution and are generic, some of their components may be domain specific. For example, fitness
to practice may not be important in all interactive systems since not all systems are for implementing evolving
work, e.g. games. However, fidelity may be an important factor to monitor for games. It may be a topic for
further research to see if some domains are more open to transfer of knowledge than others. Research shows
that evaluation of interactive systems is domain-specific [101, 107, 108]. Reviewing the drivers of change,
some of them are specific to a domain such as smart education constructs, albeit a large domain. The demand
for validity and economics may vary between domains but may also be dependent on the size and cost of the
interactive system. Thus, while the individual components may vary between domains, the labels of the three
factors of the framework could be applied to other genres.
Kelly [28] proposed a three-tier change model consisting of five knowledge domains that can drive change,
three change filters to determine how strongly or weakly the change is advocated, and the third tier is
modification of the code. Two of the five knowledge domains in the change model, physical and operational
knowledge domain, have overlaps with the framework presented in this paper. The model is a general one,
but it is recognized that the five knowledge domains may apply differently to different types of applications,
e.g. military application software or medical imaging software, and that the systems may respond differently
to changes from the knowledge domains. The conclusion of Kelly’s study was that architectural design of the
software and the characteristics of the software development group played a major role in the successful
evolution of the software. Evolution of software architecture has been the focus of much research, e.g. for
real-time systems [109]. There is also work on the effect of evolution of software systems on complexity
[110] which affects robustness of the system. Guzman, El-Haliby and Bruegge [111] analyzed how users
asked for changes in apps and may be useful for understanding drivers of change. While such general
conclusions are useful and could be a basis for understanding the evolution of domain-specific interactive
systems, they do not explain to a software developing organization how the evolution of a domain-specific
interactive system takes place. Research has investigated the challenges in evolution of domain-specific
systems, e.g. automated production systems. In this domain changes in hardware occurred during the extended
lifetime of the software and customer needs evolved. One of the major challenges is that it is a variant-rich
system where many variations are a part of a product family [112].
A second aim of this work was to suggest a framework that could provide a basis for an empirical study of
evolution. In future work it will be interesting to see if it will show that a software developing organization
may be more interested in monitoring other aspects of change and subsequently find that there are other
drivers for change.
6

CONCLUSION

The contribution of this paper is a framework of drivers for change, which changes are addressed, and how
these changes affect the innovation and robustness of training simulators. We identified several drivers of
change: trainees’ and trainers’ demand for realism; new incidents of work and innovative technologies used
in work; evaluation outcomes, including usability, utility and economics; and smart educational constructs.
Unlike other similar studies on the evolution of systems, this study focused on a specific domain. The aim of
the framework is to use it as a foundation for empirical study on how training simulators evolve.
A study like this cannot be exhaustive but is only an attempt to understand the drivers of change. For
example, artificial intelligence has only been briefly included in this account of training simulators. Early
research efforts in the eighties applied expert systems in training simulators to improve conceptual fidelity
[113]. The past decade has seen major advances in artificial intelligence, including agent technology that uses
artificial intelligence to coordinate collaborative behavior and that can support human and systems behavior
in complex operations such as crisis management. However, it takes time before such advances show up in
training simulators in operation [114].
Detailed studies of the changes in software applications have been reported. Although we have found
discussion of evolution, co-evolution and adaptation in the HCI literature, we have not seen detailed studies
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on change parallel to those in the software development literature. By studying factors likely to be drivers of
change, we will be better prepared to conduct such studies. The dynamicity of training simulators and their
influence on the need for training itself and the work to be trained make this a challenging research topic.
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